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probable cause ping packet is not delivered to destination address or: destination address unreachable (no response to echo_request) or: destination address unreachable and payload
could not be forwarded to next node by analyzing these errors, we came up with a logical classification of errors as caused by: working mechanism the internet ping program works much

like a sonar echo-location, sending a small packet of information containing an icmp echo_request to a specified computer, which then sends an echo_reply packet in return. the packet has
a ttl (time-to-live) value determining max number of router hops. if the packet does not reach, then the sender is noted back with the error. errors are of following types: nginx-ingress

v1.6.2 adds an optional "max_conns" parameter to the server directives and an "ingress.annotations" parameter to the service that allows one to statically control the number of
loadbalancer resources for nginx ingress. the default value is 256. to use this feature, configure your application to use a server directive in your nginx configuration with the max_conns

parameter. you will need to provide a value for the value attribute of the max_conns directive. for example, the following value attribute value would be used for 256 connections: the
kubernetes project has released a new container networking driver and interface that will allow any container runtime to support the kubernetes network plugins’s new cni interface. an

official release of kubernetes 1.9 is expected to be issued in the next few days.
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the first kernel interface is the status code. the interface is a layer-two destination address identifier for the packet. this
is also known as a destination address. for example, the destination address for the icmp echo request could be

66.102.9.10. there is not any requirement that the ip destination address be an ip address in order to be used in a tcp or
udp packet. the status code is expected to be an unsigned integer and has two cases: the icmp echo request is a type of

icmp packet that a process on a computer might send when it wants to ping another computer in order to test the
strength of the link between them. icmp_echo_request packet does not contain a header. the icmp_echo_reply packet

header contains the header from the icmp echo request packet, plus a simple ip header, with the ip address of the
pinged host, and a destination ip address of the computer to which the packet is being sent. the icmp_echo_reply packet
contains a packet payload with the data from the echo request packet with an icmp type of echo_reply. when a host on a

network segment is not reachable by an ip packet (or a host is unreachable or there is a malformed packet), a device
will send the packet back as ip_unreachable (on a system running ip v4). the reply will then be sent to the destination

address in the ip header, which will then be sent to the ip layer for processing. if the application does not close the
socket then it keeps the socket open until the application is restarted. the application should release the socket when

the connection is no longer needed. if the application does not release the socket, the socket will remain open,
preventing the application from being terminated by the operating system. 5ec8ef588b
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